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Big Time Golf
President Kennedy
From best-selling, award-winning biographer Nigel Hamilton, this is an insightful,
prodigiously researched, and wonderfully readable account of Bill Clinton's first
term in office. It shows how a well-meaning but naïve new president failed to
assert true leadership in his first two years, and then illustrates how, in an
astonishing act of self-reinvention, the president turned defeat into victory. Bill
Clinton: Mastering the Presidency is a gripping tale of hubris and redemption—and
a chronicle of one of the most dramatic reversals of fortune in modern American
politics.

American Caesars
In The Kennedys Amidst the Gathering Storm, Will Swift presents a fresh,
empathetic interpretation of the ambassadorship of Joseph Kennedy and explores
the intricate, often shifting relationships among Kennedy, Chamberlain, Churchill,
and, of course, Roosevelt. Arriving in London in early 1938, the Irish-Catholic
Kennedys were welcomed by politicians, aristocrats, and intellectuals, all eager to
court America. They finally appeared to have overcome their lifelong status as
outsiders. From 1938 to 1940, the Kennedys crystallized their identity as
protagonists on the world stage, making public the competitive and clannish
intrafamily dynamics that would fuel their mythic rise to power. They all learned
from their father's successes—and failures. The older children—Joe Jr., Jack, and
Kathleen—took an active part in England's glittering, "last fling before the bombs
fall" society, but all nine children charmed, their every move chronicled by the
British and American media. John F. Kennedy's path to the White House began in
London. As his father's political fortunes dimmed, Jack published a best-selling
book and his star rose. Drawing on recently released Kennedy family archives,
Joseph P. Kennedy's private papers, and using rare photographs of English society
and the photogenic Kennedy clan, Dr. Swift, with penetrating psychological insight,
brings to life this fascinating family during a dramatic one thousand day period.
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Jack Kennedy
With a new preface: An “irreverent [and] entertaining” portrait of JFK, the Camelot
mystique, and the politics of charisma (The Christian Science Monitor). Described
by the New York Times as “a sort of intellectual outlaw,” Garry Wills takes on the
romantic myths surrounding the Kennedy clan in this thought-provoking
examination of electoral politics and the power of image in America. Wills argues
that the much-admired dynasty, beginning with patriarch Joe Kennedy, created a
corrupt climate where appearances were more important than reality, truth was
discarded when it wasn’t convenient, and an assortment of devoted loyalists
sacrificed integrity for the sake of reflected glory. Touching upon topics ranging
from the manipulation of the PT-109 story in the media to the authorship of Profiles
in Courage to the handling of the Cuban Missile Crisis to persistent rumors of
extramarital affairs, Wills offers a persuasive look not only at President John F.
Kennedy and his brothers Robert and Edward, but also at the bubble that existed
around them and lured in some of the best and brightest of the era. From the
Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Lincoln at Gettysburg and Why I Am a Catholic, The
Kennedy Imprisonment is “a brilliant and troubling study of the Kennedy era in
American politics” (The Philadelphia Inquirer).

Montgomery
As one of the most complex, charismatic and controversial figures of our times,
Robert Kennedy occupies a remarkable and paradoxical place in the American
imagination. On the right he has been idolized by Rudy Giuliani and memorialized
by Attorney General John Ashcroft, who renamed the Justice Department after him.
On the left, his admirers say he represented the last hope of revitalizing the liberal
tradition. But who was Robert Kennedy? To acclaimed reporter Jack Newfield, who
worked closely with him during his last years, RFK was a human being far different
from the myths that surrounded his name. "Part of him was soldier, priest, radical,
and football coach. But he was none of these. He was a politician. His enemies said
he was consumed with selfish ambition, a ruthless opportunist exploiting his
brother's legend. But he was too passionate and too vulnerable ever to be the cool
and confident operator his brother was." In this haunting and memorable portrait
we see what kind of man died when Robert Kennedy was shot. And what kind of
leader America lost.

Bill Clinton
America's most popular sports artist turns his attention to one of America's favorite
and fastest-growing sports. In lively, colorful paintings and sketches, Neiman
introduces us to golf legends, pioneers, and starts of the 1980s and 1990s--both on
and off the green. 192 illustrations, including 167 in full color.

The Forgotten Founding Father
The First Family detail by Ronald Kessler tells that eye-opening, uncensored story.
Since publication of his New York Times bestselling book In the President's Secret
Service, award-winning investigative reporter Ronald Kessler has continued to
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penetrate the wall of secrecy that surrounds the U.S. Secret Service, breaking the
story that Secret Service agents who were to protect President Obama hired
prostitutes in Cartagena, Colombia and revealing that the Secret Service allowed a
third uninvited guest to crash a White House state dinner. Now in this new book,
Kessler presents far bigger and more consequential stories about our nation's
leaders and the agency sworn to protect them. Kessler widens his scope to include
presidential candidates and former presidents after they leave the White House.

The Biographical Turn
Inga Arvad was the great love of President John F. Kennedy’s life, and also Adolf
Hitler’s special guest at the 1936 Berlin Olympics. She was an actress, a foreign
correspondent, a popular Washington columnist, an explorer who lived among a
tribe of headhunters, one of Hollywood’s most influential gossip columnists, and a
suspected Nazi spy. The latter nearly got Kennedy cashiered out of the Navy, but
instead set in motion the chain of events that led to him becoming a war hero. Inga
lived where gossip intersects with history, and her story, as told by author Scott
Farris in Inga, is a rollicking story that demonstrates how private lives influence
public events. It is also a Hitchcockian tale of how difficult it can be to prove
innocence when unjustly accused, and how, as Inga phrased it, what was once a
halo can slip down and become a hangman’s noose. In addition to her romance
with Kennedy and the attention of Hitler, Arvad married three times — to an
Egyptian diplomat who insisted they never had divorced, the brilliant filmmaker
Paul Fejos whom Charlie Chaplin considered a genius, and the famed cowboy
movie star Tim McCoy. She also had affairs with noted surgeon Dr. William Cahan,
the prolific writer John Gunther, and Winston’s Churchill’s right hand man, Baron
Robert Boothby. She was pursued by Wall Street financier Bernard Baruch, and
Swedish industrialist Axel Wenner-Gren, reputedly the richest man in the world at
the time, offered her $1 million to have his child. Inga was Miss Denmark of 1931,
but by all accounts her admirers among the European and American elite loved
Inga not for her physical beauty alone, but for her joie de vivre. She was a genius
with people, she was daring and adventurous, and she was their equal in intellect.
Like Isak Dinesen and Clare Boothe Luce, Inga Arvad led a life that both sheds light
on and defies the stereotypes of women of her time.

The Hinge of Fate, 1950
PT 105
Distinguished journalist Benjamin C. Bradlee’s intimate biography of President John
F. Kennedy and his Camelot years. Conversations with Kennedy is legendary
reporter and executive Benjamin C. Bradlee’s account of his intimate dialogues
with JFK—a man he counted as a confidante and friend. Beginning in 1958, when
Kennedy was a US senator running for president, and continuing until 1963, the
year that Kennedy died, Bradlee shared a close professional and personal
relationship with the charismatic politician. Both men were war veterans, idealists,
and up-and-coming American leaders, and they shared values that drove their
friendship. Kennedy was a politician equally at home with the bruising intellects he
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appointed to government posts and his working-class constituents. He respected
his complicated father, understood his brothers, admired women, and had few
illusions about human nature. Bradlee’s eye for detail reveals JFK’s views on
everything from Communism to conservatism to freedom of the press. From
parties at the White House to weekends at Palm Beach to JFK’s enduring influence
on Bradlee’s own life, this is an in-depth, behind-the-scenes look at the man behind
a myth, written by a giant of American journalism.

When America Stopped Being Great
The twentieth century has been called 'the American Century'. Not since the days
of the Roman emperors has there been such a succession of rulers holding the fate
of the world in their hands. Now, award-winning biographer Nigel Hamilton gives us
the lives of the twelve men, from Franklin D. Roosevelt to George W. Bush, who
presided over America's imperial fortunes - the good, the bad and the truly awful.
How did these American Caesars reach the White House? What were the
challenges they faced when they got there and how did they meet them? And who
were these men in their private lives? Compulsively readable, packed with
unforgettable characters as well as stories, lessons and revelations, American
Caears is essential reading for our times.

Influenza
The British prime minister recounts battles from Midway to Stalingrad, and how the
Allies turned the tide of WWII: “Superlative.” —The New York Times The Hinge of
Fate is the dramatic account of the Allies’ changing fortunes. In the first half of the
book, Winston Churchill describes the fearful period in which the Germans threaten
to overwhelm the Red Army, Rommel dominates the war in the desert, and
Singapore falls to the Japanese. In the span of just a few months, the Allies begin to
turn the tide, achieving decisive victories at Midway and Guadalcanal, and
repulsing the Germans at Stalingrad. As confidence builds, the Allies begin to gain
ground against the Axis powers. This is the fourth in the six-volume account of
World War II told from the unique viewpoint of the man who led his nation in the
fight against tyranny. The series is enriched with extensive primary sources, as we
are presented with not only Churchill’s retrospective analysis of the war, but also
memos, letters, orders, speeches, and telegrams, day-by-day accounts of reactions
as the drama intensifies. Throughout these volumes, we listen as strategies and
counterstrategies unfold in response to Hitler’s conquest of Europe, planned
invasion of England, and assault on Russia, in a mesmerizing account of the crucial
decisions made as the fate of the world hangs in the balance. “No memoirs by
generals or politicians . . . are in the same class.” —The New York Times

The ABC of Modern Biography
A sweeping chronicle of five generations of Kennedy women provides fascinating
portraits of the mothers, wives, sisters, and daughters who played key roles in the
Kennedy dynasty and provides intriguing revelations about the lives and fates of
these women. 200,000 first printing. Tour.
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Inga
Based on interviews with some of his closest associates, a portrait of the thirty-fifth
president discusses his privileged childhood, military service, struggles with a lifethreatening disease, and career in politics.

Conversations with Kennedy
In Chris Matthews’s New York Times bestselling portrait of Robert F. Kennedy,
“Readers witness the evolution of Kennedy’s soul. Through tragedy after tragedy
we find the man humanized” (Associated Press). With his bestselling biography
Jack Kennedy, Chris Matthews profiled of one of America’s most beloved Presidents
and the patriotic spirit that defined him. Now, with Bobby Kennedy, Matthews
provides “insight into [Bobby’s] spirit and what drove him to greatness” (New York
Journal of Books) in his gripping, in-depth, behind-the-scenes look at one of the
great figures of the American twentieth century. Overlooked by his father, and
overshadowed by his war-hero brother, Bobby Kennedy was a perpetual underdog.
When he had the chance to become a naval officer like his older brother, Bobby
turned it down, choosing instead to join the Navy as a common sailor. It was a lifechanging experience that led him to connect with voters from all walks of life:
young and old, black and white, rich and poor. They were the people who turned
out for him in his 1968 campaign. RFK would prove himself to be the rarest of
politicians—both a pragmatist who knew how to get the job done and an
unwavering idealist who could inspire millions. Drawing on extensive research and
interviews, Matthews pulls back the curtain on the private world of Robert Francis
Kennedy. Matthew illuminates the important moments of his life: from his early
years and his start in politics, to his crucial role as attorney general in his brother’s
administration and, finally, his tragic run for president. This definitive book brings
Bobby Kennedy to life like never before.

The Ambassador's Son
Published to commemorate the 50th anniversary of John F. Kennedy’s election as
president of the United States, this book is a revealing and intimate portrait of a
leader, husband, and father as seen through the lens of Cecil Stoughton, the first
official White House photographer. Stoughton’s close rapport with the president
and first lady gave him extraordinary access to the Oval Office, the Kennedys’
private quarters and homes, to state dinners, cabinet meetings, diplomatic trips,
and family holidays. Drawing on Stoughton’s unparalleled body of photographs,
most rarely or never before reproduced, and supported by a deeply thoughtful
narrative by political historian Richard Reeves, Portrait of Camelot is an
unprecedented portrayal of the power, politics, and warmly personal aspects of
Camelot’s 1,036 days. DVD INCLUDED: packaged with a DVD created exclusively
for this book, containing color and black-and-white film footage Stoughton created
of the Kennedy family in the White House, in Hyannis Port, and on holidays. Praise
for Portrait of Camelot: "Like the TV series Mad Men, this book is also a remarkable
period piece . . . informative and beautiful." --Publishers Weekly "This informative
and beautiful book, which shouldn't stay on the coffee table, includes a DVD with
film footage of the Kennedy family on vacation." --Publishers Weekly "If you care
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about Camelot, this is a book you won't want to miss, a perfect commemoration of
a presidency that happened what seems like a very long time ago." --CourierJournal

Monty : the Making of a General, 1887-1942
A portrait of the thirty-fifth president draws on newly released government archive
material and the JFK library to offer insights into both his strengths and character
flaws.

Monty
"Mutual Contempt is at once a fascinating study in character and an illuminating
meditation on the role character can play in shaping history."—Michiko Kakutani,
New York Times Lyndon Johnson and Robert Kennedy loathed each other. Their
antagonism, propelled by clashing personalities, contrasting views, and a deep,
abiding animosity, would drive them to a bitterness so deep that even civil
conversation was often impossible. Played out against the backdrop of the
turbulent 1960s, theirs was a monumental political battle that would shape federal
policy, fracture the Democratic party, and have a lasting effect on the politics of
our times. Drawing on previously unexamined recordings and documents, as well
as memoirs, biographies, and scores of personal interviews, Jeff Shesol weaves the
threads of this epic story into a compelling narrative that reflects the impact of LBJ
and RFK's tumultuous relationship on politics, civil rights, the war on poverty, and
the war in Vietnam. As Publishers Weekly noted, "This is indispensable reading for
both experts on the period and newcomers to the history of that decade." "An
exhaustive and fascinating history. . . . Shesol's grasp of the era's history is sure,
his tale often entertaining, and his research awesome."—Russell Baker, New York
Review of Books "Thorough, provocative. . . . The story assumes the dimensions of
a great drama played out on a stage too vast to comprehend."—Jonathan Yardley,
Washington Post (1997 Critic's Choice) "This is the most gripping political book of
recent years."—Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. A New York Times Notable Book of the Year

An Unfinished Life
Private papers, letters, and journals shed new light on Kennedy family relationships
and underlie an account of Robert Kennedy's private and public lives, the forces
that shaped him, and his impact on the United States.

John F. Kennedy
This fascinating study of military leadership follows British general Bernard Law
Montgomery's military career from his cadet days and service in World War I to his
great victories of World War II, including his defeat of the great German panzer
commander, Erwin Rommel, at Alamein. Nigel Hamilton presents a brilliant,
arrogant Montgomery, who refused to bow to authority and skated on the edge of
dismissal like his American counterpart, George S. Patton. Though very different in
their command styles, Montgomery and Patton became the two most successful
Allied field generals in World War II. From North Africa through the invasion of
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Sicily, they routed the Germans in battle, with Patton as a thrusting cavalryman
and Montgomery as an infantry commander devoted to applying massive force at a
vital point. The author contends that Montgomery's planning and leadership
transformed Operation Overlord from a Second Front project doomed to fail into a
successful Allied invasion plan. Allied operations after Normandy foundered in
bitter arguments and failure, for Montgomery at Arnhem and Patton at Metz. Had
Montgomery and Patton been ordered to fight in the same direction after
Normandy, argues Professor Hamilton, the Allies might have ended the war in
Europe in 1944. As it was, Montgomery and Patton had to save the Allies from
sensational defeat in the Battle of the Bulge in what was to be their last battle
together. The war ended for Monty on May 4, 1945, when he accepted the
surrender of all German forces in the north.

The Kennedys Amidst the Gathering Storm
Nigel Hamilton brings all the magisterial authority he brought to his Whitbreadwinning biography of Monty, and all the talent for tracking down and verifying
hidden, controversial material that he showed in JFK: Reckless Youth, which topped
the American bestseller charts for months, in this new biography of Bill Clinton.
Born into a 'white trash' family in backwoods, racially segregated Arkansas, he
suffered under an alcoholic, violent stepfather, on one occasion having to fight him
physically in order to protect his mother. As a youth he would become inspired by
the civil rights movement, particularly Martin Luther King, and as a student
became a long-haired hippy musician, involved in radical politics and also
discovering free love. Hamilton tells the story of how Clinton's sexual and political
career developed hand in hand. This is a book about sexual politics on many levels,
showing how Clinton's life was formed by changing attitudes. Here is a man who,
far from being a sexual predator or exploiter of his position - like JFK - was swept to
power because women adored him, whether Democratic party helpers, the women
of the American electorate - or indeed Hilary Clinton, whose powerfully
manipulative personality is shown to have been vital to his success,. Clinton has
been polygamous throughout his adult life, and Hamilton's fascinating portrait of a
marriage examines Hilary's relationship with his quite astonishing number of
girlfriends. The book also covers his time at Oxford as a Rhodes scholar, his
political apprenticeship and his rise to power, culminating in his election as
President in '92.

Into the Dark Water
The Biographical Turn showcases the latest research through which the field of
biography is being explored. Fifteen leading scholars in the field present the
biographical perspective as a scholarly research methodology, investigating the
consequences of this bottom-up approach and illuminating its value for different
disciplines. While biography has been on the rise in academia since the 1980s, this
volume highlights the theoretical implications of the biographical turn that is
changing the humanities. Chapters cover subjects such as gender, religion, race,
new media and microhistory, presenting biography as as a research methodology
suited not only for historians but also for explorations in areas including literature
studies, sociology, economics and politics. By emphasizing agency, the use of
primary sources and the critical analysis of context and historiography, this book
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demonstrates how biography can function as a scholarly methodology for a wide
range of topics and fields of research. International in scope, The Biographical Turn
emphasizes that the individual can have a lasting impact on the past and that lives
that are now forgotten can be as important for the historical narrative as the
biographies of kings and presidents. It is a valuable resource for all students of
biography, history and historical theory.

RFK: A Memoir
An appraisal of the tragic event of the thirties that led to World War II, giving an
account of England's unpreparedness for war and a atudy of the short-commings of
democracy when confronted by the menace of totalitarism.

Churchill, Roosevelt & Company
'Nick Bryant is brilliant. He has a way of showing you what you've been missing
from the whole story whilst never leaving you feeling stupid.' – Emily Maitlis
'Bryant is a genuine rarity, a Brit who understands America' – Washington Post In
When America Stopped Being Great, veteran reporter and BBC New York
correspondent Nick Bryant reveals how America's decline paved the way for
Donald Trump's rise, sowing division and leaving the country vulnerable to its
greatest challenge of the modern era. Deftly sifting through almost four decades of
American history, from post-Cold War optimism, through the scandal-wracked
nineties and into the new millennium, Bryant unpacks the mistakes of past
administrations, from Ronald Reagan's 'celebrity presidency' to Barack Obama's
failure to adequately address income and racial inequality. He explains how the
historical clues, unseen by many (including the media) paved the way for an
outsider to take power and a country to slide towards disaster. As Bryant writes,
'rather than being an aberration, Trump's presidency marked the culmination of so
much of what had been going wrong in the United States for decades –
economically, racially, politically, culturally, technologically and constitutionally.' A
personal elegy for an America lost, unafraid to criticise actors on both sides of the
political divide, When America Stopped Being Great takes the long view, combining
engaging storytelling with recent history to show how the country moved from the
optimism of Reagan's 'Morning in America' to the darkness of Trump's 'American
Carnage'. It concludes with arguably the most dramatic year in recent memory, in
an America torn apart by a bitterly polarised election, racial division and the
national catastrophe of the coronavirus.

Portrait of Camelot
President Kennedy is the compelling, dramatic history of JFK's thousand days in
office. It illuminates the presidential center of power by providing an indepth look
at the day-by-day decisions and dilemmas of the thirty-fifth president as he faced
everything from the threat of nuclear war abroad to racial unrest at home.

The Kennedy Imprisonment
Drawing on his own experiences as the captain of PT 105 at Guadalcanal,
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Bougainville, and more, the author tells how the fastest little boat in combat
contributed to the war effort.

Robert Kennedy and His Times
It's 1943 and the Americans and Japanese are fighting a deadly war in the hot,
jungle-covered volcanic islands of the South Pacific. The outcome is in doubt and a
terrible blow has fallen on American morale. Lieutenant David Armistead, a Marine
Corps hero and cousin of the President of the United States, is missing and some
say he's gone over to the enemy. Coast Guard Captain Josh Thurlow and his ragtag
crew are given the assignment to find Armistead, though not necessarily to bring
him back alive. Recruited in the hunt is a tormented and frail PT-boat skipper
nicknamed "Shafty" who is also known by another name: John F. Kennedy. When
Josh is stranded in the jungles of New Georgia with a mysterious, sensual woman
who has a tendency to chop off men's heads, it's up to Kennedy to come to the
rescue and complete the mission. But to procure a gunboat, he first has to play
high-stakes poker with a young naval supply officer called Nick who happens to be
the best gambler in the South Pacific. Nick has another name, too: Richard M.
Nixon. Based solidly on historical fact with echoes of James Michener, The
Ambassador's Son is a thrilling tale of the South Pacific and adventure fiction at its
finest.

Fantastic: The Life of Arnold Schwarzenegger
A biography of JFK that covers his career as well as his often troubled personal life
uses hundreds of hours of previously unavailable tapes, as well as never-beforepublished diary entries and letters, to reveal new information.

How To Do Biography
Drawing on previously unavailable material and never-before-opened archives, An
Unfinished Life is packed with revelations large and small -- about JFK's health, his
love affairs, RFK's appointment as Attorney General, what Joseph Kennedy did to
help his son win the White House, and the path JFK would have taken in the
Vietnam entanglement had he survived. Robert Dallek succeeds as no other
biographer has done in striking a critical balance -- never shying away from JFK's
weaknesses, brilliantly exploring his strengths -- as he offers up a vivid portrait of a
bold, brave, complex, heroic, human Kennedy.

The Kennedy Women
Portrays the thirty-sixth president as a man who struggled to surpass JFK on civil
rights, guided the country into Vietnam, and twisted the arms of friends and
enemies alike

Hunter
An unconventional portrait of the iconic gonzo writer known for such works as Fear
and Loathing in Las Vegas recounts the drug- and sex-fueled experiences he
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shared with the author, drawing on dozens of interviews with his friends,
associates and editors. Original.

Bill Clinton
In this biography, David Burner explores the controversies, successes and failures
the life and presidency of John F. Kennedy, and his influence in shaping the modern
American consciousness.Burner's in-depth discussion of John F. Kennedy
(1917-1963) as both an individual and a leader allows the reader to examine the
changes that took place in the American political and social systems that were
reflected in the hopeful days of Kennedy's "Camelot."Paperback, brief, and
inexpensive, each of the titles in the Library of American Biography Series focus on
a figure whose actions and ideas significantly influenced the course of American
history and national life. In addition, each biography relates the life of its subject to
the broader themes and developments of the times.

Why England Slept
In this book - an ABC of the genre, with 26 entries - two renowned biographers and
teachers take us on a tour, from A for Authorization to Z for Zigzagging to the End.
In trenchant, witty entries they explore the good, the bad and the plain ugly in
modern 'life writing' and the portrayal of real lives today - and how, across history
and continents, we got here. This book will fascinate general readers interested in
how real lives are approached by biographers today in a multitude of media. It will
make a much-needed contribution in academia, as well as providing an important
text for students of history, language and literature, the arts, science and media.
And, not least, for biographers trying to avoid the pitfalls of ignorance or
ineptitude.

Mutual Contempt: Lyndon Johnson, Robert Kennedy, and the
Feud that Defined a Decade
The complete World War II record of one of the most celebrated warships in
American history—made famous by her final commanding officer, John F. Kennedy.
Fleshing out the little-known chronicle of this patrol torpedo boat under two officers
during the swirling battles around Guadalcanal, “John Domagalski brings PT-109
and her crew back to life once again and, in doing so, honors all who served in the
patrol torpedo service” (Military Review). In these mainly nocturnal fights, when
the Japanese navy was at its apex, America’s small, fast-boat flotillas darted in
among the enemy fleet, like a “barroom brawl with the lights turned out.” Bryant
Larson and Rollin Westholm preceded Kennedy as commanders of PT-109, and
their fights leading the ship and its brave crew hold second to none in the
chronicles of US Navy daring. As the battles moved on across the Pacific, the PTboat flotillas gained confidence, even as the Japanese, too, learned lessons on how
to destroy them. Under its third and final commander, Kennedy, PT-109 met its
fate as a Japanese destroyer suddenly emerged from a dark mist and rammed it in
half. Two crewmen were killed immediately, but Kennedy, formerly on the swim
team at Harvard, was able to shepherd his wounded and others to refuge. His
unsurpassed gallantry cannot resist retelling, yet the courage of the book’s
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previous commanders have not until now seen the light of day. This book provides
the complete record of PT-109 in the Pacific, as well as a valuable glimpse of how
the American Navy’s daring and initiative found its full playing field in World War II.

John F. Kennedy and a New Generation
Bobby Kennedy
The life of Arnold Schwarzenegger is one of the most remarkable success stories in
the U.S. Here is a young man from an Austrian village who became the greatest
bodybuilder in history, a behemoth who even today in retirement is the dominating
figure in the sport. Here is an immigrant with a heavy accent and a four syllable
last name, who marries a Kennedy princess and becomes the number one movie
star in the world, an icon known and celebrated everywhere. Here is a political
novice with no administrative experience who becomes governor of California in
one of the most unusual and controversial elections in American history, and
confounds his critics by proving an effective, popular leader. In Fantastic, Leamer
shows how and why this man of willful ambition and limitless drive achieved his
unprecedented accomplishments. As the author of a celebrated trilogy on the
Kennedy family, Leamer has access to a unique array of sources. Leamer traveled
with candidate Schwarzenegger during the gubernatorial campaign. He has
interviewed Governor Schwarzenegger and his wife Maria Shriver, and their closest
friends and associates, most of whom had never talked to an author before. The
result is a startlingly intimate book, the pages studded with news making
revelations. This book of passionate intensity captures a Schwarzenegger unlike
any other public figure of our time, a unique political/cultural figure, his time in
Sacramento only a way station on a journey where no one has traveled before. The
book captures the personal Schwarzenegger, too, and the story of his single days,
marriage, and family life. No one who reads this book will ever see
Schwarzenegger in the same way again.

The First Family Detail
Taking Charge
During World War II the “special relationship” between the United States and Great
Britain cemented the alliance that won the war. But the ultimate victory of that
partnership has obscured many of the conflicts behind Franklin Roosevelt’s grins
and Winston Churchill’s victory signs, the clashes of principles and especially
personalities between and within the two nations. Synthesizing an impressive
variety of sources from memoirs and letters to histories and biographies, Lewis
Lehrman explains how the Anglo-American alliance worked--and occasionally did
not work--by presenting portraits and case studies of the men who worked the
back channels and back rooms, the secretaries and under secretaries,
ambassadors and ministers, responsible for carrying out Roosevelt’s and
Churchill’s agendas while also pursuing their own and thwarting others’. This was
the domain of Joseph Kennedy, American ambassador to England often at odds
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with his boss; spymasters William Donovan and William Stephenson; Secretary of
State Cordell Hull, whom FDR frequently bypassed in favor of Under Secretary
Sumner Welles; British ambassadors Lord Lothian and Lord Halifax; and, above
them all, Roosevelt and Churchill, who had the difficult task, not always well
performed, of managing their subordinates and who frequently chose to conduct
foreign policy directly between themselves. Scrupulous in its research and fair in
its judgments, Lehrman’s book reveals the personal diplomacy at the core of the
Anglo-American alliance.

Jack
Noah Webster's name is now synonymous with the dictionary he created, but his
story is not nearly so ubiquitous. Now acclaimed author of The Man Who Made
Lists, Joshua Kendall sheds new light on Webster's life, and his far-reaching
influence in establishing the American nation. Webster hobnobbed with various
Founding Fathers and was a young confidant of George Washington and Ben
Franklin. He started New York's first daily newspaper, predating Alexander
Hamilton's New York Post. His "blue-backed speller" for schoolchildren sold millions
of copies and influenced early copyright law. But perhaps most important, Webster
was an ardent supporter of a unified, definitively American culture, distinct from
the British, at a time when the United States of America were anything but unifiedand his dictionary of American English is a testament to that.

JFK
The bestselling first volume of this biography of John F. Kennedy by Nigel Hamilton,
author of the Whitbread Award-winning biography of Field Marshal Montgomery,
has caused unprecedented controversy by its frankness and its overturning of
myths. But whether or not family and the political establishment like it, it is the
nearest we will ever get to the JFK story from JFK's own point of view. RECKLESS
YOUTH is based on a wealth of hitherto unpublished material from JFK's closest
surviving friends, from FBI, Navy college and National Archives records, as well as
much new material in JFK's own words. 'Nigel Hamilton's story, told with great
intelligence and sympathy, is of how Jack came to terms with his inheritance and
frightful upbringing . . . He has done a splendid job . . . enthralling reading, ' DAILY
TELEGRAPH
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